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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
LAC COURTE OREILLES BAND OF LAKE 
SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS, RED CLIFF 
BAND OF LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS; 
SOKAOGON CHIPPEWA INDIAN COMMUNITY, 
MOLE LAKE BAND OF WISCONSIN; ST. CROIX 
CHIPPEWA INDIANS OF WISCONSIN; BAD 
RIVER BAND OF THE LAKE SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA 
INDIANS; and LAC DU FLAMBEAU BAND OF LAKE 
SUPERIOR CHIPPEWA INDIANS, 
 

Plaintiffs, 
v.          Case No. 74-C-313-C 
 
STATE OF WISCONSIN, WISCONSIN NATURAL 
RESOURCES BOARD; CATHY STEPP; 
KURT THIEDE; and TIM LAWHERN, 
 

  Defendants.      
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

POST-TRIAL REPLY MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR 
RELIEF FROM JUDGMENT 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Rule 60(b)(5) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure states that “[o]n motion and just 

terms, the court may relieve a party or its legal representative from a final judgment . . . [if] 

applying it prospectively is no longer equitable.” The U.S. Supreme Court has issued several 

opinions interpreting this Rule, and has concluded that it requires proof that “a significant change 

in circumstances warrants revision of the decree.” Rufo v. Inmates of Suffolk Cnty. Jail, 502 U.S. 

367, 383 (1992).  The change relied on may be to factual conditions, statutory law, or decisional 

law.  Agostini v. Felton, 521 U.S. 203, 215 (1997).  If significant factual changes are established, 

however, "[a] court errs when it refuses to modify an injunction or consent decree in light of 

such changes."  Agostini, 521 U.S. at 215. 
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Once the moving party meets its burden, the court must consider whether the proposed 

modification "is suitably tailored to changed circumstances," or whether a different modification 

should be required.  Rufo, 502 U.S. at 385.  Rule 60(b)(5) motions serve a particularly important 

function in "institutional reform litigation," where final judgments continue to remain in force 

affecting prospective behavior for many years.  Horne v. Flores, 557 U.S. 433, 447 (2009).  In 

Horne, the U.S. Supreme Court noted that in such cases, "the passage of time frequently brings 

about changed circumstances -- changes in the nature of the underlying problem, changes in 

governing law or its interpretation by the courts, and new policy insights -- that warrant 

reexamination of the original judgment."  Id. at 448.  Thus, institutional reform litigation requires 

that a “flexible standard” be applied to Rule 60(b)(5) motions.  Id. at 450-51 (holding that the 

Ninth Circuit had incorrectly applied Rule 60(b)(5) when it stated that changed circumstances 

should be “rare,” and the petitioners would have to show that the conditions had “radically 

changed” or changed to such a degree that it would “sweep away” the district court's finding).  It 

does not set the final judgment in stone, as the State claims in its post-trial response brief.1 

 This case is a type of “institutional reform litigation.”  When the Tribes originally filed 

this lawsuit, the State of Wisconsin had violated their treaty rights for over 130 years.  Lac 

                                                            
1 Additionally, the State’s claims that floodgates will open if this Court grants the Tribes’ motion, are unfounded.  
This is only the second motion filed under Rule 60(b)(5) in the more than 30-year history of the Tribes’ treaty rights 
litigation, and the first Rule 60(b)(5) motion (which resulted in the stipulation negotiation process) was submitted by 
both parties.   
 The State also claims that the Tribes should not succeed on equitable grounds, because they agreed not to 
appeal the final judgment.  A Rule 60(b)(5) motion, is not the same as an appeal.  An appeal would have been based 
on the facts and circumstances surrounding the original 1989 trial.  This motion is based on the State’s subsequent 
actions in allowing nighttime shooting of deer under its CWD program, nuisance damage permits issued to 
municipalities since 1999, and the 2012 nighttime wolf hunt.   

The State understands this.  Wisconsin joined an amicus brief in Mille Lacs Band v. Minnesota, 526 U.S. 
172 (1999), on the side of its sister State.  See 1998 WL 470126 (Wisconsin amicus brief).  If Minnesota had been 
successful in that suit, the U.S. Supreme Court would have concluded that the right to hunt and fish in the 1837 
ceded territory had been abrogated by subsequent executive action.  Then, no doubt the State of Wisconsin would 
have been filing its own Rule 60(b)(5) motion, claiming that the Tribes should similarly have no rights under the 
same 1837 due to a change in law.    
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Courte Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa v. Wisconsin, 749 F.Supp. 913 (W.D. Wis. 

1990).  It took decisions from this Court and from the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh 

Circuit to ensure that the Tribes finally received some benefit from their 1837 and 1842 treaties, 

which explicitly reserved the right to hunt, fish, and gather throughout the ceded territory.  Like 

the institutional reform cases that the U.S. Supreme Court has decided under Rule 60(b)(5), the 

final judgment in this case will bind generations of Tribal members if it is not modified.  And 

like those cases, federalism concerns are present. 

The Tribes possess federally protected treaty rights.  The treaty-guaranteed rights of the 

plaintiff tribes may be regulated by the state “only in certain narrowly defined circumstances.” 

Lac Courte Oreilles Indians v. State of Wisconsin, 668 F. Supp. 1233, 1238 (W.D. Wis. 1987) 

(LCO IV).  Those narrowly defined circumstances are (1) when the regulation is absolutely 

necessary for the preservation of the species, or (2) when there is a substantial risk to public 

health or safety.  LCO IV, 668 F. Supp. at 1238-39 (citing Puyallup Tribe v. Washington, 391 

U.S. 392, 398 (1962)).  Furthermore, in order for the State to regulate the Tribes’ treaty rights in 

the interest of public health and safety, the regulation must be “the least restrictive alternative 

available to accomplish its public health or safety interest.”  LCO IV, 668 F.Supp. at 1239.  

Factual changes since this Court’s decision in LCO VII, 740 F.Supp. 1400 (W.D. Wis. 1990),2 

                                                            
2 As an initial matter, the State claims that 1991, the date of entry of final judgment, should be the date that this 
Court considers for “changed circumstances.”  This is untrue.  The original deer trial was held in August 1989, and 
that was the only opportunity for the parties to present evidence on the safety of nighttime deer hunting.  This Court 
issued its final decision precluding nighttime deer hunting on May 9, 1990.  LCO VII, 740 F.Supp. 1400.  It later 
issued an order combining several of its decisions in the regulatory phase in 1991.  Lac Courte Oreilles Band v. 
Wisconsin, 775 F.Supp. 321, 324 (W.D. Wis. 1991).   

The State argues that this timing is important, because it adopted new deer damage permit regulations – 
regulations which it now claims permitted nighttime shooting of deer causing a nuisance – in May 1990.  Def. Exh. 
543.  The Tribes disagree with the State’s post-hoc interpretation of these 1990 regulations as allowing nighttime 
shooting, and address that substantive claim later in their brief.  For now, the Tribes note merely that this Court had 
already decided that Tribal nighttime deer hunting could not occur prior to the June 1990 effective date of these 
regulations, and therefore, they cannot be used to argue that circumstances have not changed. 
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establish that the State’s complete ban on nighttime deer hunting no longer meets this standard, 

and this Court must therefore amend that judgment. 

The State of Wisconsin’s arguments in this case can be best summarized by the phrase:  

“heads I win, tails you lose.”  In one breadth, it claims that the Tribes’ Revised Regulations are 

not adequate to protect public safety because nighttime shooting of deer can never be safe. In the 

other breadth, the State says that “changed circumstances” do not exist because deer have always 

been shot at night in the State of Wisconsin, even though its own attorney and expert witness 

provided contrary testimony in 1989.  The State’s actions in this case show that it has used the 

second prong of this Court’s LCO IV decision to deny Tribal members their treaty rights for 

political reasons, not to protect the safety of State citizens.  The Tribes have proven that they are 

entitled to relief under Rule 60(b)(5) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, and their motion 

should be granted. 

I. CHANGED CIRCUMSTANCES EXIST 

A. The State is Precluded From Arguing that Nighttime Shooting of Deer 
Occurred Prior to the 1989 Deer Trial  

 
In the original deer trial, the State’s expert witness told the Court that nighttime shooting 

of deer was not permitted anywhere in the United States.  Pl. Exh. 12 (excerpt of testimony).  

Additionally, the State’s own attorney claimed that there was no legal deer shining anywhere in 

the State of Wisconsin.  Id.  The State is attempting to explain away this testimony now, and 

argue that “changed circumstances” do not exist because nighttime shooting of deer occurred 

prior to the original deer trial.  State’s attorney Tom Dosch stated at the July 2013 trial on this 

Rule 60(b) motion that Christensen “was clearly referring to on-reservation type deer shining and 

he correctly stated that type of activity is not permitted across the United States.  Witnesses in 
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this trial, 24 years later now, will likely testify to the same effect.”  Trans. at 1-A-11.  Mr. Dosch 

went on to claim that “[i]t’s clear from that context they weren’t talking about nonhunting deer 

shining like that’s – like that which is done for nuisance control at airports or damage prevention 

at arboretums or farms.”  Trans. at 1-A-10.  The State offered a slightly different argument in its 

post-trial briefing.  It now claims that Christensen was only saying that “on-reservation style 

shining,” did not exist anywhere in the United States.  Supposedly, that phrase means “hunting 

by shining the side of the road from a moving vehicle, and shooting deer that are illuminated and 

temporarily frozen by the light.”  State’s Post-Trial Response at 9-10.  Neither of these novel 

interpretations of the 1989 testimony were “clear,” however, either then or now.   

First, in response to Mr. Dosch’s argument, the State did not believe during the original 

deer trial that there was any difference between shooting deer at night on farms and Tribal 

members shooting deer at night pursuant to their treaty rights.  Prior to 1985, some Wisconsin 

DNR employees were verbally authorizing farmers to shine and shoot deer at night from their 

vehicles if such deer were causing damage to their crops.  Pl. Exh. 21 (Briefing Paper from Co-

Chairs of the Joint Committee for Review of Administrative Rules to other committee members 

noting that farmers claimed that Wisconsin DNR employees had authorized them “to allow the 

most effective means of destroying deer including shining and shooting from a roadway”); 

Trans. at 4-A-193 to -194, 4-A-202 to -203 (testimony of Thomas Kroeplin).  This activity was 

actually illegal.  It was not authorized by the Wisconsin DNR, and it was later disavowed by the 

agency in both correspondence and contemporaneous litigation.  See e.g., Pl. Exh. 25 (August 

1985 letter from Wisconsin DNR Secretary Besadny stating that the plain wording of the statutes 

“do not grant this agency the authority or discretion to allow the use of artificial lights, the 

possession of loaded or uncased firearms in vehicles or the shooting of firearms from vehicles”).  
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When Wisconsin DNR officials realized this activity was occurring, they quickly adopted 

Chapter 20 of the Wild Animal Damage Handbook, which explicitly precluded Department 

employees from issuing any permits that would allow nighttime shining and shooting of deer.  

Pl. Exh. 17 (Letter from Wisconsin DNR Secretary, C.D. Besadny, to the JCRAR, attaching the 

new handbook provisions in response to an inquiry).   

The Joint Committee for Review of Administrative Rules (JCRAR), however, was 

lobbied by farmers, and it attempted to force the Wisconsin DNR to issue permits allowing the 

shining and shooting of deer. Secretary Besadny, George Meyer (the Wisconsin DNR’s lead 

negotiator in the Lac Courte Oreilles litigation) and Attorney General Bronson La Follette all 

resisted such attempts, claiming that the Tribes would win their bid to shine and shoot at night if 

farmers were allowed to do so, because there was no legal or factual difference between these 

activities.  For example, George Meyer, then the chief negotiator for the State of Wisconsin in 

litigation against the Tribes, testified in front of the JRCAR as follows: 

Some have stated that there is a distinction between allowing these practices to 
prevent serious crop damages and allowing these same practices for Indian 
hunting.  While different purposes distinguish the two, the physical acts of 
shooting at night and shining would be the same, and the result, the harvest of 
deer would be the same.  I can assure you from working with federal courts and 
their interpretations of Indian treaty rights, that the courts would view the 
different purpose as a minor technicality and that position would be easily 
rejected in court. 
 

Pl. Exh. 22 at 3.   

Meyer’s belief was supported by the Attorney General for Wisconsin in two letters to the 

Secretary of the Wisconsin DNR, C.D. Besadny.  In the first letter, Mr. La Follette stated that if 

the Wisconsin Legislature authorized farmers to shine and shoot deer from vehicles, this would 

damage the State’s position in its treaty rights litigation with the Tribes: 
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Arguably, section 29.245, which totally prohibits hunting deer with the use of 
artificial lights, is concerned with safety.  Hunting deer in the dark with the use of 
an artificial light, clearly exposes people, domestic animals and property to 
accidental death, injury or damage.  Of major concern is the conduct of such 
activity along roads and in open fields using high powered rifles.  If legislation 
creates an exception to the current total prohibition against shining, it will be 
difficult at best to claim that because of safety concerns it nevertheless is 
necessary to prohibit Indians from using this method in the exercise of Treaty 
protected hunting rights. 
 

Pl. Exh. 26.  La Follette reiterated these concerns in a letter to Secretary Besadny just a 

few months later, after the bill pending in the Wisconsin Legislature had been amended.  

Once again he concluded that if passed, the Tribes would be permitted to shine and shoot 

deer at night:   

This legislation if enacted would be persuasive evidence that it is possible to 
satisfy safety concerns associated with hunting deer in the dark with the use of an 
artificial light, without maintaining a total prohibition against such activity.  It is 
likely that a court would seriously question why closely regulated deer shining by 
farmers is an acceptable method of killing deer but a closely regulated program 
for Indians exercising treaty rights is not. 
 

Pl. Exh. 31.  State officials knew then that there was no difference between allowing farmers to 

shine and shoot deer at night, and allowing Tribal members to do so.  Arguing now that the 

State’s expert witness and attorney “weren’t talking about nonhunting deer shining like that’s – 

like that which is done for nuisance control at airports or damage prevention at arboretums or 

farms” is disingenuous and is not supported by the evidence.  Trans. at 1-A-10.   

Perhaps that is why the State’s brief now claims that the real difference was not the 

purpose of the shooting, but rather, the manner of shooting.  State’s Post-Trial Response at 9-10.  

The problem with this argument, as noted above, is that farmers were shining and shooting deer 

from vehicles prior to 1985.  Additionally, shooting in the University of Wisconsin’s Arboretum, 

which the State also claims precludes the Tribes’ “changed circumstances” argument, also 

involved private persons shooting from vehicles with the aid of artificial lights (and was thus 
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illegal).  Def. Exh. 555 at 4 (Ishmael’s article noting that shooters “sat in vehicles and used 

portable spotlights”).  The State’s brief seems to argue that its attorney and expert in the original 

shining were referring to “on-reservation style shining,” which the State now claims involved 

“shining the side of the road from a moving vehicle, and shooting deer that are illuminated and 

temporarily frozen by the light.”  State Post-Trial Response at 10.  In support of this assertion, 

the State cites the testimony of Chairman Chris McGeshick at this Rule 60(b)(5) trial.  It does not 

cite any proof from the original trial, when its attorney and expert made their statements to the 

Court. 

The State’s argument makes little sense factually or legally.  At the original trial, the 

Tribes were not proposing to shoot deer from a moving vehicle.  In fact, they were not even 

proposing to shoot deer from a stationary vehicle.  Instead, their regulations were modeled after 

the State’s nighttime hunting regulations for unprotected species.  This Court noted that the issue 

presented in 1989 was “[w]hether defendants may prohibit plaintiffs from hunting deer at night 

with a flashlight,” LCO VII, 749 F.Supp. at 1402, and that under “GLIFWC Model Code, §§ 3.14 

and 6.20, tribal members would be permitted to shine deer on foot using a flashlight from 

September 1 through December 31, except during the state's nine-day deer gun season.”  Id. at 

1408.3  Therefore, acting as though the only analogous situations would be shining and shooting 

from a moving vehicle, is nonsense. 

Furthermore, most on-reservation shining and shooting is not from a moving vehicle.  

The State selectively chose a small portion of testimony about on-reservation shooting from this 

Rule 60(b)(5) motion.  GLIFWC Chief Warden Fred Maulson testified that he has shined and 

                                                            
3 Contrary to the State’s claims, the Tribes did not propose “on-reservation style shining” in the original deer trial.  
State’s Response at 11.  The difference is not whether shooting is done under a permit, see id., nor the purpose of the 
shooting.  Instead, it is the manner of shooting that matters when public safety concerns are evaluated. 
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shot deer from a vehicle on the Lac du Flambeau Reservation, and that he has also shot deer at 

night from a ground blind.  On some occasions, he even used a baited site.  Trans. at 4-A-109 to -

110.  There was no indication that he only shot from a moving vehicle.  Chairman McGeshick 

noted that when he has shined and shot deer on the reservation he did not “always” come to a 

stop in the vehicle.  Trans. at 2-P-24.  That is a far cry from the State’s claiming that shooting 

from a moving vehicle is the defining characteristic of on-reservation shooting, and therefore, 

that was the type of nighttime deer shooting its expert witness was considering when claiming 

that there was not nighttime shooting of deer anywhere in the United States.  Pl. Exh. 12.  Either 

both the State’s expert witness and its attorney were untruthful in the original 1989 trial, or the 

Tribes are correct in arguing in these proceedings that the only nighttime shining and shooting of 

deer by private persons that occurred prior to the original trial was illegal.  Either way, the State 

should be precluded from contradicting its testimony in the original trial.   

The State is also wrong in claiming that this testimony had no effect on the Court.  In its 

May 1990 opinion, this Court stated that “night hunting with high caliber weapons poses 

significant risks.”  LCO VII, 740 F. Supp. at 1423.    In the 1991 final judgment, this Court noted 

that there was a difference between shooting unprotected species at night with low caliber 

weapons, and deer hunting with high caliber weapons.  Had the State’s expert witness testified 

that shining and shooting deer using high caliber weapons was legal off-reservation in the State 

of Wisconsin and throughout the United States, that surely would have impacted the Court’s 

decision.  It is the State, not the Tribes that are trying to re-litigate this matter.  See generally 

State’s Post-Trial Response at 1 – 2.  The Tribes are simply seeking to hold the State to the 

testimony it offered at the original 1989 trial. 
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The State is also precluded from arguing that nighttime shooting of deer occurred under 

deer damage permits prior to the original trial, because it failed to properly answer the Tribes’ 

interrogatory requests, and therefore, there was no way for the Tribes to obtain this information.  

The State claims that “Interrogatory 24 . . . was served in the regulatory phase not the Deer Trial 

phase of this case.”  State’s Post-Trial Response at 16.  This is incorrect because the regulatory 

phase included the deer trial.  This Court will no doubt remember that the litigation was divided 

into three phases:  (1) the declaratory phase, which determined the nature and scope of the treaty 

rights; (2) the regulatory phase, which determined the permissible scope of state regulation of the 

treaty rights; and (3) the damage phase, which addressed the amount of damages, if any, that the 

Tribes were entitled to for the infringement on their treaty rights.  In an order dated March 23, 

1988, for example, this Court summarized the activities that had already occurred in the 

“regulatory phase” as follows: 

Pursuant to order of this court dated February 19, 1988, the defendants sent to the 
plaintiffs written identification of the species which the state contends need 
management for conservation reasons, and the specific activities which the state 
believes need regulation for human safety and health reasons.  The plaintiffs then, 
pursuant to the above order, advised the defendants of which of those species and 
activities they agree needed management or regulation.  The exchange was 
accomplished by letters from the defendants dated February 19, 1988 
(management) and February 26, 1988 (activities), and from the plaintiffs dated 
February 26, 1988 (management) and March 3, 1988 (regulation). 

 
Docket No. 788 (original trial), Order dated Mar. 23, 1988.  The 1989 deer trial, then, 

was a species-specific portion of the “regulatory phase” of this case, and Interrogatory 24 

was directly relevant to the deer trial.   

 It is true that the St. Croix Band submitted additional interrogatories to the State 

of Wisconsin relating to the deer trial.  But the State did not produce responses to those 

requests until July 19, 1989, months after the Tribes’ nighttime hunting regulations were 
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required to be submitted to the Court, see Docket No. 1033 (original trial) (compelling 

the plaintiffs to “provide defendants with their deer harvest regulations no later than May 

30, 1989”), and just weeks before the trial began in early August 1989.  The Tribes were 

relying on the Lac Courte Oreilles Band’s interrogatories, and the State’s answers to 

Interrogatory 24, which was deficient. 

 The State dances around Interrogatory 24, attempting to claim that its answer 

was somehow sufficient despite failing to mention that the Wisconsin DNR issued 

permits that authorized the destruction of deer, and instead claiming that a brief mention 

of permits issued to destroy wild animals, was sufficient, even though the latter was 

governed by a different statutory scheme.   The State also claims that it’s response was 

sufficient even though it failed to supplement the answer with additional information 

when the Wisconsin Legislature made significant changes to the deer destruction statute.  

These arguments, which claim that the Tribes should have filed a motion to compel then, 

(even though they did not know that the answer was deficient until recently), or that the 

Tribes should have asked additional interrogatory questions to obtain the information that 

should have been provide in a candid answer to the original question, must fail.  The 

State cannot obscure the truth and then argue that it is the Tribes’ fault for failing to see 

it. 

B. Nighttime Nuisance Damage Permits Were Not Issued Until Long After the 
Original Deer Trail 

 
The State claims that the Tribes cannot prove “changed circumstances” because 

“[e]ffective August 9, 1989, when Wis. Stat. §§ 29.595 and 29.596 were replaced by Wis. Stat. § 

29.59, the state began authorizing two different kinds of shooting permits:  those resulting from 

damage complaints and those resulting from nuisance complaints,” and “Wisconsin Stat. § 
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29.59(4) imposed no hunting hour restrictions on permits issued pursuant to nuisance 

complaints.”  State’s Post-Trial Response at 25.  The only citation for this statement is 

Defendants’ Exhibit 567, a chart created by the State’s attorneys for this trial and not admitted by 

the Court for anything other than demonstrative purposes. 

Brad Koele, the current wildlife damage coordinator for the State, provided testimony on 

the Wisconsin DNR’s interpretation of the statutes and regulations governing deer permits.  Mr. 

Koele claimed that only deer nuisance permits allow nighttime shooting, not deer damage 

permits.  More specifically, he stated that only deer nuisance permits issued to municipalities or 

airports allow nighttime shooting; nuisance permits issued to private persons cannot authorize 

nighttime shooting. Trans. at 3-A-83.  These municipalities, in turn, authorize their own 

employees or private contractors to do the actual nighttime deer shooting.  The supposed 

distinctions allowing nighttime shooting for municipalities under nuisance permits, but not 

allowing nighttime shooting for private persons under either damage or nuisance permits, are 

found nowhere in the statutory scheme.  See generally Wis. Stat. 29.59 (1989 – present).  No 

regulations were in place that implemented Wisconsin Stat. 29.59 until after this Court issued its 

1990 decision holding that the Tribes’ nighttime hunting regulations were not adequate to protect 

public safety.  Therefore, any nighttime shooting permits issued would necessarily have been 

issued after both the trial (which began on August 8, 1989) and this Court’s decision (on May 9, 

1990) and cannot preclude the Tribes from proving “changed circumstances.” 

The Tribes’ argument, however, is far stronger than this.  In both his deposition and trial 

testimony, Mr. Koele claimed that he was authorized to issue nighttime nuisance shooting 

permits pursuant to specific regulatory language: 

Q.  I want to look at the section of the regulations that govern deer nuisance 
permits.  Is that Chapter NR 12? 
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A.  Correct. 
Q.  Okay.  And do you know the particular section that talks about nuisance deer 
nuisance permits? 
A.  I believe it’s NR 12.10 I believe or 1.5. 
Q.  So I’ve put up on the screen there NR 12.10.  Is that the section that authorizes 
the issuance of deer nuisance permits? 
A.  Yes. 
Q.  And we talked about this in your deposition at some length? 
A.  Correct, yes. 
Q.  Where in this section in 12.10 does it explicitly say that shooting can occur at 
night? 
A.  It doesn’t specifically say at night.  There is, I believe, down further, there is a 
section that says a permittee shall also comply with Chapter 10 requirements, and 
in Chapter NR 10 there is a reference to normal shooting hours.  And then that 
same citation in Chapter 12 here, it does say “unless otherwise exempted or 
written in the conditions of the permit.” 
Q.  Okay.  So you said it refers you to Chapter 12.10. 
A.  Correct. 
Q.  Which is the normal hunting shooting hours. 
A.  Chapter 10 would contain the normal shooting hours. 
Q.  Okay.  And you’re now saying that if we were to look there, we would also 
find something that said you’re exempted from normal shooting hours if you get a 
permit? 
A.  No.  Under Chapter 12.10, down further there should be a reference to 
permittee shall comply with all regulations in Chapter 10 unless otherwise 
exempted in the conditions of the permit or by permit. 
 

Trans. at 3-A-91 to -92 (emphasis added).  Mr. Koele clearly testified that he was authorized to 

issue nighttime shooting permits based on the specific regulatory language that applies Chapter 

10 (normal hunting hours) unless otherwise exempted by permit.  There is only one problem with 

this argument from the State’s perspective:  this language was not including in the 1990 

regulations adopted by the Wisconsin DNR to implement Wisconsin Stat. 29.59. 

 In May 1990, the Wisconsin DNR’s regulations included the following section: 

(1) PARTICIPATION BY OTHERS. Persons other than the landowner, lessee or occupant, may 
assist in the removal of wild animals causing damage or nuisance in accordance with this 
subsection.  
(a) Number and selection of participants. The department may limit the number of 

person assisting in a removal subject to s. NR 12.10 (1). All participants shall be 
selected by the permittee. First preference may be given to members of the 
permittee’s immediate family. Next preference shall be given to persons that are 
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able to provide immediate removal assistance and meet the requirements specified 
under par. (b) and s. NR 12.15 (11).  

(b) Age and safety training. All participants shall meet the requirements of ss. 29.226 
and 29.227, Stats., pertaining to hunter safety and age. 

(c) Written authorization. All participants shall possess written approval from the 
landowner or lessee when carrying on removal activities.  

(d) No fees. The landowner, lessee, or occupant may not charge any form of a fee to a 
person providing removal assistance 

 

It was not until October 2005 that this regulatory language was changed to include the passage 

that Mr. Koele claims authorizes nighttime shooting under nuisance damage permits.   

Amend (3) to: PARTICIPATION BY OTHERS. Persons other than the landowner, lessee or 
occupant, may assist in the removal of wild animals causing damage or nuisance in 
accordance with this subsection. Rule compliance and participation by others. The 
landowner, lessee, occupant or other persons assisting in the removal of wild animals 
causing damage or nuisance shall comply with all hunting and trapping rules 
specified under ch. NR 10 or ch. 29, Stats., except the open and closed seasons 
established in ch. NR 10 or unless otherwise provided under this chapter, ch. 29, 
Stats., or by permit. Permittees and participants who fail to comply shall be subject to 
the penalty applicable to the appropriate ch. NR 10 or ch. 29, Stats., violation. 
Persons other than the landowner, lessee or occupant, may assist in the removal of 
wild animals causing damage or nuisance in accordance with this subsection. 

This language was altered again, in a more cosmetic way in April 2008.  If Mr. Koele is to be 

believed, the Wisconsin DNR could not then have authorized the issuance of nighttime nuisance 

shooting permits until 2005. 

 It is more plausible, however, that the State began issuing these permits in 1999, without 

regulatory authorization, in response to the exponential increase in the deer population.  The 

State produced several nighttime shooting permits from the 2000s as part of discovery in this 

case.  Regardless, there is no evidence that Wisconsin DNR officials were (1) authorized to issue 

nighttime deer nuisance shooting permits prior to the 1989 deer trial or even this Court’s May 

1990 decision, or (2) that any such permits were issued.  The State cannot rely on its purported 
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10-year document retention policy to argue that permits were issued when they were not 

authorized by law (either statute or regulation). 

C.  The 2012 Nighttime Wolf Hunt Is A Changed Circumstance 

The State also claims that despite authorizing members of the general public to use high 

caliber weapons to shoot wolves at night in 2012, this is not a changed circumstance.  The State 

begins by claiming that none of its experts opined that the nighttime wolf hunt was safe and that 

there is no evidence that it was safe.  State’s Post-Trial Br. at 35-37.  That is not true. 

Nighttime wolf hunting was considered safe when it was adopted by the Wisconsin 

Legislature in 2012.  Nighttime wolf hunting was considered safe by the Wisconsin DNR itself, 

when, in July 2012, it adopted emergency regulations to govern the hunt.  The “green sheet” or 

legislative history for the regulations states that the Wisconsin DNR addressed “safety concerns 

about hunting in the dark with large caliber rifles and shotguns . . . [b]y requiring that a person 

hunt from a stationary position.”  Pl. Exh. 121 at WM-09-12(e) at 6; Stipulated Fact ¶ 151.  The 

State attempted to disavow this statement in earlier stages of the litigation, claiming that the wolf 

regulations were hastily created due to the timelines established by the Wisconsin Legislature, 

and the Wisconsin DNR simply did not have the time necessary to craft truly safe regulations.  It 

did so even though its own hunting safety expert – Chief Warden Randall Stark – testified at the 

preliminary injunction hearing that the nighttime wolf hunting regulations were safe.4  

The State’s claims about the haste at which it drafted the nighttime wolf hunting 

regulations were later disproved through the discovery process, as demonstrated in the parties’ 

                                                            
4 While the State points out that Chief Warden Stark later “corrected” this testimony in his deposition by stating that 
“hunting is inherently dangerous,” so no rule can ever be considered “safe,” that does not tilt in the State’s favor.  
Stark’s opinion was that the wolf rule was adequate to protect public safety.  Then, the State deliberately confined its 
direct testimony of Stark at the trial to preclude him from testifying again about the regulations. None of this shows 
that Chief Warden Stark reconsidered his opinion from the preliminary injunction hearing. 
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pre-trial stipulations.  The Wisconsin DNR developed not one, but three different drafts of the 

nighttime wolf hunting regulations.  One required the use of bait or calling techniques.  

Stipulated Fact ¶ 139.  Another included this requirement but added that the shooter must remain 

in a stationary position.  Id.  The third and most restrictive draft would have required bait or 

calling techniques and an elevated stationary shooting position.  Id.5  The Wisconsin DNR’s law 

enforcement team leader, Tom Van Haren, did not like the most stringent draft regulations.  

Stipulated Fact ¶ 141.  At a meeting of top Wisconsin DNR officials including Scott Gunderson, 

Kurt Thiede, Bill Vander Zouwen, and Tom Hauge it was decided that the most stringent 

regulations, which would have ensured an adequate earthern backstop, should not be adopted.  

Stipulated Fact ¶ 142.  At the same time, Wisconsin DNR officials were deciding what nighttime 

wolf hunting regulations to adopt, they were also discussing the impact that their decisions 

would have on Tribal nighttime deer hunting.  Stipulated Fact ¶ 143.  The Tribes were unable to 

discover the substance of those discussions, because the State claimed that they were protected 

by attorney-client privilege. 

After the preliminary injunction hearing, when it appeared that the Tribes would be able 

to establish the safety of their nighttime hunting proposal, the State immediately began to 

consider a repeal of nighttime wolf hunting.  It did so even though there was not a single hunting 

incident tied to the 2012 nighttime wolf hunt.  Stipulated Fact ¶ 160.  On the eve of trial, on July 

2, 2013, the nighttime wolf hunt legislation was repealed through the budget bill.  Stipulated Fact 

¶ 164.  Since then, the State has argued that the 2012 nighttime wolf hunt is not a “changed 

circumstance.”  State’s Post-Trial Response at 36 (claiming without support that “a changed 

                                                            
5 While the State expert witness Timothy Lawhern had argued at the preliminary injunction hearing that the Tribes 
should be required to engage in nighttime deer hunting from an elevated position, after the Tribes discovered that the 
State had explicitly considered and rejected this very same requirement for its own hunters, the Mr. Lawhern 
apparently had a change of heart.   
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circumstance is an ongoing difference”).  While the State’s stunt would have been outcome 

determinative if the Tribes had continued to proceed under the Commission Order process, it is 

not determinative of their Rule 60(b)(5) motion.  Both the Wisconsin Legislature and the 

Wisconsin DNR believed that nighttime wolf hunting with high caliber weapons could be 

conducted in a manner that would protect the public.  It did occur, at least three wolves were 

killed at night, and countless persons went out at night in an attempt to shoot wolves.  Yet there 

were no hunting related incidents as a result of the wolf hunt.  This is a changed circumstance. 

When the 2012 nighttime wolf hunt is coupled with nighttime shooting that occurred 

under the State’s CWD program from 2002 – 2007, and the nighttime deer nuisance permits 

issued since 1999, it is clear that the Tribes have established that “changed circumstances” exist. 

 
II. THE TRIBES’ REVISED REGULATIONS ARE TAILORED TO THE 

CHANGED CONDITIONS AND ADEQUATE TO PROTECT PUBLIC SAFETY 
 

The State’s Post-Trial Response Brief spends very little time addressing the safety 

parameters of the Tribes’ Revised Regulations.  No doubt this is because the State knows that the 

Tribes’ proposed rule is adequate to protect public safety.  The Tribes revised their nighttime 

hunting regulations in February 2013 to address virtually all of the concerns raised at the 

preliminary injunction stage by Wisconsin DNR Chief Warden Randall Stark, and Wisconsin 

DNR Administrator of Division of Enforcement and Science Timothy Lawhern.  See generally 

Trans. at 4-A-258 to 4-A-271.  Trans. at 5-A-4 to -8.   

While the State still claims to have a handful of safety concerns, it is worth pointing out 

that neither of its experts were willing to compare the adequacy of the Tribe’s nighttime hunting 

regulations to the State’s CWD program or 2012 nighttime wolf hunting regulations.  The State’s 

witness identifications claimed that Chief Warden Stark would testify about how “the tribal plan 
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presents dangers to public safety greater than those associated with night hunting of wolves in 

Wisconsin.”  State’s Witness Identification at 4 (Docket No. 296).  Similarly, Mr. Lawhern was 

supposed to testify about “the relative risks to public safety associated with wolf night hunting 

under Wisconsin law as compared with the tribal deer night hunting plan” and “the relative risks 

to public safety associated with the State of Wisconsin's former Chronic Wasting Disease 

(CWD) control program's night shooting activities as compared with the tribal deer night hunting 

plan.”  Id. at 3.  But after discovery, when the State realized that this testimony would not help 

its case, it jettisoned it. The State’s witnesses also failed to ever opine about whether a particular 

requirement that they wanted imposed on the Tribes was adequate to protect public safety.  

Instead, they simply claimed that adding certain provisions would “mitigate” or “reduce” risk.  

This testimony is not helpful, because they also admitted that hunting incidents would decline if 

the State added new statutory or regulatory provisions that, for example, required all hunters to 

(1) wear blaze orange, (2) shoot from a stationary position, or (3) have an adequate backstop 

before firing their weapon.  They have not (and would not) recommend any of these changes be 

implemented to State law, even though they would “mitigate” or “reduce” risk to the general 

public.  Yet they still wanted the Tribes to make various changes to the Revised Regulations – 

without providing any comparison to similar State laws. 

The State has a double standard:  one standard for state citizens and state nighttime 

shooting programs, and another more restrictive standard for Tribal members exercising their 

federal treaty rights.  This is prohibited by the U.S. Supreme Court, which has held that state 

regulations cannot discriminate against treaty hunters, and therefore, the State’s expert testimony 

should be ignored.  Regardless, however, each of the arguments raised in the State’s post-trial 

briefing are discussed below. 
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Adequate Backstop Definition  
 

The State claims that “[t]he Tribes’ definition of a backstop creates a risk that someone 

may be shot.”  State Post-Trial Response at 40 (Docket No. 374).  This statement is not only 

untrue, but the State is precluded from making it. 

 At the preliminary injunction hearing in December 2012, the State objected to the 

nighttime hunting regulations contained in the Great Lakes Indian Fish & Wildlife (GLFIWC) 

Commission Order, because they did not explicitly require tribal members to identify a backstop 

on their shooting plan.  E.g., Prel. Inj. Transcript, 1st day at 146-155 (cross examination of 

Chairman McGeshick); Id. at 190, 192 (testimony of Mr. Stark).  The Tribes noted that the need 

for a backstop was subsumed within the requirement that shooters identify a “safe zone of fire” 

on their shooting plans; no shot would be safe without an adequate backstop.  E.g., Prel. Inj. 

Transcript, 1st day at 157 (cross examination of Chairman McGeshick).  They also indicated that 

the need for an adequate backstop was a topic that would be the subject of extensive training, but 

the State was not satisfied with this explanation, even though it is exactly how the State 

addresses the issue with its own hunters.  Compare Prel. Inj. Transcript, 1st day at 122 (testimony 

of Chairman McGeshick discussing the advanced hunter safety course developed prior to the 

Commission Order); with Id. at 107 (testimony of Chairman McGeshick noting that in the four 

rules of hunter safety, referred to as TAB-K, taught in Wisconsin’ hunter safety course, hunters 

are taught to “be sure of your target area and what is beyond,” which requires an adequate 

backstop); Pl. Exh. 153 (2013 Wisconsin Hunting safety manual, noting on numerous pages the 

necessity of an adequate backstop, although not defining that term); Trans. at 4-A-281 

(testimony of Mr. Randy Stark indicating that he “can’t tell you that in every [Wisconsin hunter 

safety] course a backstop is actually discussed,” but that the four rules of firearm safety are 
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covered, and those rules would include considering whether a backstop exists).  A backstop 

requirement does not appear in any hunting law or regulation including the Wolf Act and the 

2012 emergency nighttime wolf regulations.  See Pl. Exh. 115 (Wolf Act); Pl. Exh. 121 (Wolf 

Green Sheet).  This is true even though the need for an adequate backstop is not limited to 

nighttime shooting; it is required to ensure public safety when shooting either during the day or 

at night.  Trans. at 4-A-278 to -281.  See also Prel. Inj. Transcript, 1st day at 261 (testimony of 

Mr. Lawhern).   

 Even though the State itself uses training to help ensure that shooters understand the 

importance of an adequate backstop, following the preliminary injunction hearing, the Tribes 

indicated their willingness to incorporate an explicit provision in their revised nighttime hunting 

regulations.  Experts from the State and the Tribes discussed how an “adequate backstop” should 

be defined in the regulations.  Chief Warden for the Wisconsin DNR, Randall Stark, suggested 

that the definition state that an adequate backstop was “a condition upon which a hunter should 

know that their discharged bullets will fall harmless.”  Trans. at 2-P-51 to -52 (testimony of 

Chairman McGeshick); Trans. at 1-A-123 (testimony of Kekek Jason Stark).6  The other state 

experts – Timothy Lawhern and Tom Van Haren agreed with this definition, and therefore, the 

Tribes incorporated it in Section 6.01(1) of the Revised Regulations.  Trans. at 1-A-123 

(testimony of Kekek Jason Stark); Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised Regulations). 

                                                            
6 Mr. Stark did not contradict this statement.  Instead he simply stated that he did not recall using this language 
himself, yet he admitted that “I do recall, you know, having one of our attorneys there taking notes and it may be 
characterized that way in notes.”  Trans. at 4-A-224 (testimony of Mr. Stark).  Mr. Stark did recall that the Tribal 
and State experts agreed “that the overall outcome was to try to have the bullet fall harmless,” and that “it’s fair to 
say that as a group the objective was to have a bullet not cause any harm.”  Id. 
     Mr. Lawhern, however, seemed to admit that definition of “adequate backstop” was agreed to by the experts, and 
it was only recently that he began backtracking from the agreed upon definition.  He testified that the experts “talked 
about it and we’ve had discussions about it and we’ve worked very closely together to try to come up with 
something that’s agreeable to both of us.  But like with many things, the longer I review things, the more I tend to 
analyze things.”  Trans. at 5-P-14 (testimony of Mr. Lawhern). 
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As this Court knows, the State did not provide the Tribes with expert witness disclosures 

required by Rule 26(a)(2)(c)(ii) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.  Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 

26(a)(2)(C)(ii) (“Unless otherwise stipulated or ordered by the court, if the witness is not 

required to provide a written report, this disclosure must state: (i) the subject matter on which the 

witness is expected to present evidence under Federal Rules of Evidence 702, 703, or 705; and 

(ii) a summary of the facts and opinions to which the witness is expected to testify. . . .”).  The 

witness identification that was provided gave no indication that either Mr. Stark or Mr. Lawhern 

objected to the “adequate backstop” definition, and since they had actually suggested this 

definition, the Tribes had no reason to believe they would.  See State’s Identification of Trial 

Witnesses (Docket No. 296) (noting only that Mr. Lawhern would testify regarding “the 

inadequacies of the tribal deer night hunting proposal . . . for the purposes of protecting public 

safety (including deficiencies in hunter training and hunter safety plan review)” and Mr. Stark 

would testify “that the tribal night deer hunting plan generally is inadequate for protecting public 

safety, [and] that the tribes’ proposed opening date for the night hunting season is unnecessarily 

unsafe because of the number of people likely to be in the woods at that time”).  The State also 

provided no indication that this was a concern in its response to the Tribes’ Rule 60(b)(5) 

motion, as it failed to make any arguments about the safety of nighttime hunting under the 

Tribes’ Revised Regulations.  See generally State’s Brief in Opposition (Docket No. 284).  And 

during depositions, both Mr. Stark and Mr. Lawhern indicated that the concerns they had 

expressed in the preliminary injunction hearing about the need to require an adequate backstop 

had been satisfied by the Tribes revised regulations.  Trans. at 5-A-8 (testimony of Mr. Stark); 

Trans. at 5-P-16 (testimony of Mr. Lawhern). 
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 At the trial in this matter, however, the State’s experts reversed course and claimed that 

they were not satisfied by the Tribes’ definition.  As an initial matter, because their opinions on 

this issue were not disclosed at least 90 days prior to trial, this Court may not consider them.  

Tribble v. Evangelides, 670 F.3d 753, 758, 759-60 (7th Cir. 2012); Hammel v. Eau Galle Cheese 

Factory, 407 F.3d 852, 869 (7th Cir. 2005); Musser v. Gentiva Health Services, 356 F.3d 751, 

758 (7th Cir. 2004).  But even if their testimony is considered, it should easily be rejected.   

First, Chief Warden Stark indicated at trial that he was concerned that the definition 

might allow Tribal members to use trees as their backstop.  Trans. at 4-A-225 (testimony of Mr. 

Stark).  He admitted that trees could serve an adequate backstop in some cases.  But determining 

when trees can serve as an adequate backstop requires knowledge of the circumference of the 

tree and the type of bullet being fired, and therefore, a mistake could be made by a less 

experienced hunter.  Trans. at 4-A-227.  Thus, in Mr. Stark’s opinion, trees should not be 

permitted to constitute an adequate backstop for nighttime hunting.  Stark suggested that the 

definition read:  “a backstop [is] . . . the condition under which the bullet would go into the earth 

and the hunter should know it conclusively stopped the bullet.”  Trans. at 4-A-224 to -225.7   

Ironically, the Tribes’ witnesses have consistently maintained that their interpretation of 

the “adequate backstop” definition in 6.01(1) of the Revised Regulations does not permit Tribal 

members to use trees as a backstop, and that this is plain from the regulatory language, because 

                                                            
7 Mr. Lawhern, on the other hand, claimed that Mr. Stark’s definition was not sufficient because the adequacy of an 
earthen backstop “depends on whether it’s frozen or not and what type of projectile you’re shooting, whether it’s 
round like a slug from a shotgun or if it’s a pointed bullet or frangible ammunition or something of that type.”  
Trans. at 5-P-14 to -15 (testimony of Mr. Lawhern).  Mr. Lawhern did not explain how this opinion relates to his 
view that the Tribes should engage in nighttime hunting only later in the year (after the nine-day gun-deer season), 
when the ground is much more likely to be frozen, nor how it related to the CWD program’s nighttime shooting 
operations, which were often conducted during the months of January and February, in much colder temperatures.  
He also did not explain whether the ammunition concerns he had were addressed by the Tribes’ requirement that 
nighttime shooting be limited to “one with a soft point or which is an expanding bullet type.”  Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised 
Regulations § 6.20(3)(f)). 
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there is no way to know that a bullet will “fall harmless” within 125 yards when shooting into a 

tree line.  The Tribes’ regulatory definition of an adequate backstop is more restrictive than the 

State’s approach under the CWD program, which permitted trees to be used as a backstop, see, 

e.g., Trans. at 4-A-19 to 4-A-20 (testimony of Chuck Horn admitting that a dense tree line would 

be considered an adequate backstop for daytime or nighttime shooting under the CWD program); 

Pl. Exh. 87 (CWD session logs showing that trees were used as a backstop in the CWD 

program); Trans. at 2-P-4 to 2-P-5, 2-P-9 (testimony of Chairman McGeshick), and it is more 

restrictive then the opinion of the State’s expert witness in the 1989 deer trial, who indicated that 

dense trees could serve as an adequate backstop.  Pl. Exh. 151 (Ralph Christiansen explaining 

that an acceptable backstop would be “shooting generally towards an animal with a very heavy 

wooded area behind that kind of a critter and the expectation is that in a relatively short distance, 

that round will be stopped by the – by the trees that are there”).  See also 5-A-8 to – 5-A-17 

(testimony of R. Stark).  All GLIFWC wardens will be trained as to the proper interpretation of 

Section 6.01(1)’s definition of “adequate backstop,” and shooting plans will not be approved 

where a tree line is the only backstop available. 

The State claims that this is not sufficient, because not all plans are preapproved by a 

GLIFWC warden or Tribal conservation department employee, and in those cases, the adequacy 

of the backstop is “left to the judgment of the tribal member,” who might consider trees to be 

sufficient.  State Response at 40 (Docket No. 374).  The State is simply trying to confuse the 

Court.  The only plans that are not preapproved involve shooting from an elevated position at 

least 10 feet off the ground, and at a target that is within 50 yards.  Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised 
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Regulations § 6.20(5)(b)).  The earth is always a backstop in such as case, and therefore, there 

can be no concern about the use of trees as an adequate backstop.8 

The Tribes’ definition of an adequate backstop enhances safety.  The simple act of 

requiring an adequate backstop in the Revised Regulations is more stringent than any State 

statute, regulation, or program.   

Notification 

 The State claims in its post-trial brief that “[t]here is a risk that someone may be shot 

because local law enforcement, landowners and neighbors would not be given daily notification 

that night hunting may take place.”  State Post-Trial Response at 42.  The State misrepresents the 

testimony elicited at trial in an attempt to support this statement.  In actuality, there was no 

testimony that failing to provide law enforcement with daily notification created a public safety 

risk.   

First, Chief Warden Randall Stark admitted that the parties had both agreed to the 

notification system being developed by the Tribes:  a password protected database containing all 

of the approved shooting plans, which will enable law enforcement officers to determine where 

                                                            
8 The State also claims that the definition of “adequate backstop” is problematic, because it will lead to 
enforceability issues.  According to the State, “the only way to prove the backstop is inadequate would be by 
establishing that someone or something other than a tree or the target deer was shot.”  State’s Post-Trial Response at 
41 (Docket No. 374) (citing testimony of Mr. Stark).  That is simply untrue.  The Revised Regulations require that 
the backstop cause the bullet to “fall harmless” within 125 yards from the Tribal member’s stationary shooting 
position.  Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised Regulations § 6.01(1)).  If, for example, the bullet is found lodged in a tree 150 yards 
from the stationary position, the Tribal member could be prosecuted. 
    The State also claims that trees could obstruct the Tribal members’ ability to see the backstop causing safety 
concerns because the hunter might not know her target and what is beyond it.  State’s Post-Trial Response at 41 
(Docket No. 374).  But both Chairman McGeshick and Chief Warden Maulson testified that the shooting plans 
would not be approved under such circumstances.  Trans. at 2-P-47, 2-A-85 (testimony of Chairman McGeshick); 
Trans. at 4-A-121 to -123 (testimony of Chief Warden Maulson).  The State is apparently insinuating – without any 
record support – that GLIFWC wardens and Tribal conservation officials should not be trusted to implement these 
regulations.  This is offensive.  The Tribes have maintained an excellent hunting safety record since the original 
Deer Trial; there have been only three Tribal-member hunting incidents either on or off-reservation in the past 25 
years.  Trans. at 5-P-69 (testimony of Chairman McGeshick).  GLIFWC wardens Error! Main Document 
Only.train extensively throughout the year and are fully certified Wisconsin law enforcement officers in accordance 
with Wisconsin Department of Justice Training and Standards requirements.  Trans. at 2-A-54.  Many were 
Wisconsin DNR conservation wardens prior to their employment with GLIFWC.  
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nighttime shooting is legally permitted to take place.  On direct examination, Chief Warden Stark 

testified as follows: 

Q.  Let me – I have a follow-up on that one.  There was a scenario explained by 
one of the witnesses in the last few days saying if, you know, the sheriffs have 
access to the database, then if they get a complaint, then they’ll know something.  
What will they know and is that enough for law enforcement? 
A.  I have not seen the database yet, but in our conversations what we agreed the 
data base should be able to say is that law enforcement should be able to pull 
them up and see the locations of those in terms of down to the square mile as to 
where they are.  And the agreement was that there would be some sort of database 
that would enable law enforcement to be able to do that.   
Q.  So if I were a landowner and I heard shots and called my sheriff, what would 
happen? 
A.  The way it was designed is that then assuming that the sheriff would have 
trained his dispatchers, and the dispatcher would say oh, I’ve got shots over there.  
I need to find out whether this is poachers, tribal hunters, what is it.  I’ll go to the 
database and look.  And then they might call it up and look and be able to see 
well, there’s no tribal permits over there, so maybe it’s something else.  Or yes, 
there are tribal permits.  Now we’ve got to go sort out is it that, because we don’t 
know for that day whether they’re there or is it poachers or is it something else.  
But it was basically a pointer system that would allow you to start to figure out 
what was going on. 
 

Trans. at 4-A-249 to -250 (testimony of Randall Stark).  Mr. Rosenberg, Attorney for the Red 

Cliff Band of Lake Superior Chippewa, clarified this response through a lengthy back and forth 

cross-examination of Chief Warden Stark.  Stark indicated that he was not opining that daily 

notification was necessary for law enforcement, although they certainly would be happy to 

obtain such information if it were provided.  Instead, he was simply arguing that some sort of 

notification needed to be made to the public: 

Q.  And you object to that.  You believe there should be notification on the day of 
use; is that correct? 
A.  Not exactly.  I don’t object to the scenario we put together for law 
enforcement notification because it would enable law enforcement agencies to go 
to that site, find the location, and do any follow-up from there.   
To get to your question, in addition to knowing that, if there were an email sent to 
law enforcement agencies saying hey, they’re going to hunt on this particular site 
tonight, that would be an enhancement to that.  We would be in favor on that.  
That’s on the law enforcement side. 
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Some of the notifications that my concern deals with are the public side in two 
ways.  One, public in general.  I think the public in general should have some sort 
of a notification that these activities are taking place. 
 
. . . 
Q.  Did you take into account at any point the burdens that you might be placing 
on tribal hunters just by the single additional requirement you would place, 
namely you must notify law enforcement on the very day you’re going to hunt? 
A.  And just to be clear, in the conversations we had with the tribes about 
notifying law enforcement, that wasn’t what the agreement was.  It was that those 
would be placed out on the website and made available so law enforcement could 
go and access them.  On the law enforcement side, it wasn’t proactive and we 
really haven’t – the proactive notification element was about if there was a 
landowner within a square mile, some sort of notification to those folks given the 
proximity of the activity to private land. 
 

Trans. at 5-A-51 to -52 & 5-A-58 (testimony of Randy Stark).  As these excerpts illustrate, the 

State’s own expert witness admitted that the parties agreed on the notification system to law 

enforcement officials, and that he had no objection to that system.  He offered no testimony 

claiming that law enforcement officials would be in danger of being shot if they did not receive 

notification each day of where Tribal members would be engaging in hunting activities that 

night. 

 Furthermore, the State’s only other hunting safety expert witness – Timothy Lawhern –

did not give an opinion that the Tribes’ Revised Regulations were inadequate to protect public 

safety  unless law enforcement officers received daily notification of nighttime hunting activities.  

Instead, Mr. Lawhern simply opined that it would be easier for law enforcement officers to catch 

persons illegally shooting if they received daily notification from Tribal members legally 

engaged in nighttime shooting.  His testimony was as follows: 

Q.  . . .What value would there be if the law enforcement authorities knew on a 
given night that the tribe – a tribal member was going to exercise his or her night 
hunting rights on a particular parcel? 
A.  It would be fairly easy if the law enforcement community had access to 
information to know that okay, we know this shoot is a hypothetical; that either 
on a plat book we have an excellent map, they have a tribal person hunting tonight 
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and they get a report of shots.  Well, where do they come from?  Well, they came 
just down the road from Joe’s place.  Well, it’s more than likely tribal hunters 
sitting out there doing that.  So that doesn’t trigger heightened urgency, if you 
will, to respond to that scene. 
Without knowing that, then that could be, as I mentioned before, illegal activity 
taking place, and for every tick of the clock the evidence leaves the scene. 
 

Trans. at 5-A-131 to – 132 (testimony of Timothy Lawhern).   

 There was no hint in Mr. Lawhern’s testimony that there was any risk of a law 

enforcement officer being shot because they were not given daily notification of Tribal nighttime 

hunting activities.  And there was no explanation for how the purported concern about “evidence 

leav[ing] the scene” without daily notification by Tribal members of their nighttime hunting 

activities would be any different than law enforcement concerns with nighttime wolf hunters, 

coyote hunters, raccoon hunters, or hunters of other unprotected species.  If a member of the 

public calls police to report hearing shots fired, that person would not be able to differentiate 

shots fired by a Tribal-member deer hunter from a non-Indian raccoon hunter.  The latter are not 

required to notify law enforcement of their daily hunting activities, and therefore, the former 

should not have to either.  Regardless, there is no reasonable disagreement between the parties 

that the agreed upon notice to law enforcement officers will be adequate to protect public safety. 

 There is, however, a disagreement about whether the Tribes should be required to provide 

the general public or nearby private landowners with notice that a nighttime hunting site has 

been approved.  Still, this is not the disagreement that the State claims in its Post-Trial Response 

Brief.  At trial, the State’s experts changed their minds and did not claim that private landowners 

should get daily notification of when Tribal members intend to hunt.  They only claimed that the 

public and private land owners should receive a one-time notification of where nighttime hunting 
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activities had been approved (i.e., shooting plan locations).  Once again, this was clearly stated 

by Chief Warden Stark in his cross-examination by Attorney Rosenberg: 

 Q.  So are you now saying it doesn’t have to be the actual day of the hunt?  It 
could be a couple days before? 

 A.  As far as I’m concerned, if – the public notification on the website, the public 
can go there and find it; doesn’t have to notify them what day.  On the private 
side, I don’t – still they don’t have to be notified on a daily basis.  But in my 
opinion, it would reduce the risk if the landowners, who were proximate to this 
activity, were given a proactive notification; not just waiting and hoping they 
understand it, but to say hey, there’s a night shooting permit been issued a quarter 
of a mile from your property and it’s over here.  Don’t have to tell them what day 
they’re going to be there, but I think we need to be proactive and reduce that risk 
of people who live in those areas. 

 . . . 
 Q. [A Tribal member] would not be held back under your regulation for failure to 

have given notice some time during the day that he’s going to hunt? 
 A.  Correct, and the way that I constructed that, that’s correct. 
 

Trans. at 5-A-61 to -62 (testimony of Randy Stark). See also Trans. at 5-A-77 to -78 (testimony 

of Randy Stark on re-direct, once again articulating that he did not believe daily notification was 

necessary for adjacent private landowners). 

Chief Warden Stark would, however, like to see “proactive” (i.e., door knock) 

notification of all private landowners within a one-mile radius of the location of approved Tribal 

nighttime hunting sites.  Still, he admitted on cross-examination that the Tribes agreed to allow 

the State to provide this notification, but the State will not do so.  Trans. at 5-A-44 to -45 

(testimony of Randy Stark).  Stark explained that notifying private landowners would be cost-

prohibitive and extremely time consuming:  

Q.  And you were asked a lot of questions about the notification requirement and 
there was some discussion about whether – if tribal members were allowed to 
hunt at night, would – couldn’t the State do the notification of private landowners.  
And my question is how much do you think it would cost in terms of personnel 
hours or administrative costs for the State to provide notification to adjacent 
landowners? 
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A.  I couldn’t give you a number, but I could give you some of the parameters that 
you would have to go into developing a cost estimate of that nature.  I guess 
you’d have to first off determine how many shooting permits that would be, in 
fact, issued in that area that would require notification.  And then once you had 
that number you’d have to kind of factor in okay, if there was – if there was going 
to be some kind of proactive notification, you’d either have to drive to the area to 
notify the person, so you’d have drive time, staff time, those types of things. 
So once you had the number, let’s just say that somebody had to drive 100 miles 
round trip and so they had two hours in it, you know, fringe benefits and all of 
that, so you’d start to put this together.  So then if somebody personally went out 
there, you know, it would be dependent on how many permits you would have.  
But those are the types of costs that you’d have to look at as well as it would be 
taking them away form job responsibilities that they all – other responsibilities 
that they would have.  If you chose to go at it another way and, you know, 
perhaps a certified mail or something like that, you’d again have to identify them; 
you’d have to have someone verify addresses make sure you have the right ones, 
do the certified mailing, make sure you had return receipts.  So in either case, 
you’re going to have staff involved in it.  That’s the way I’d have to evaluate that. 
 

Trans. 5-A-76 to -77.  Even though this one-time notification would be cost-prohibitive for the 

State, which has far more resources than all of the Tribes combined, the State apparently still 

believes that daily notification should be a required part of the Tribes’ Revised Regulations.  

State Post-Trial Response at 42-43 (Docket No. 374).  In making this argument, the State shows 

its true motivation.  This requirement is not designed to protect public safety.  It is designed to 

preclude the Tribes from engaging in any nighttime deer hunting. 

 Notification of nearby private landowners has not been required for any nighttime 

shooting activity in the State of Wisconsin.  When nuisance damage permits are issued that allow 

for nighttime shooting of deer, there is no requirement that the permittee notify landowners 

within a one-mile radius even though these locations are often in urban or suburban areas.  4-A-

277 to -278 (testimony of Randy Stark).  When the State engaged in nighttime shooting under 

the CWD program, it did not notify private landowners within a one-mile radius.  Trans at 4-A-

13 to -14 (testimony of Chuck Horn noting that the State needed and therefore sought the 

permission of private landowners if it intended to engage in nighttime shooting on their property, 
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but it never notified adjacent landowners).  When the State permitted nighttime wolf hunting in 

2012, neither the Wolf Act nor the Wisconsin DNR’s regulations required notification of private 

landowners even though wolf hunters use high caliber weapons.  Pl. Exh. 115, 121.  And 

notification of private landowners is not required for any other nighttime hunt activity.  Trans. at 

4-A-277 (testimony of Randy Stark).  As already explained in the Tribes’ opening post-trial 

brief, they will not notify the general public through posting the nighttime hunting sites on a 

website, because this will likely result in retaliation against Tribal hunters.  Unlike in the 

spearfishing context, the State is not offering to provide Tribal members with protection to 

prevent such retaliation.  It is only claiming that it has an anti-harassment statute that it can use 

after such retaliation occurs.  Trans. at 5-A-42 to -45.  The State’s proposed modification of the 

Revised Regulations is not necessary to protect public safety and it is discriminatory.  It must 

therefore be rejected. 

Use of Public Lands at Night 

 The State also claims that the Tribes’ Revised Regulations are not adequate to protect 

public safety for the following reason: 

 The Tribes’ assumptions and conclusions about who may or may not be using 
public or open lands were not well-researched, they discount how many people 
may actually be in the woods, and there is no guarantee that a requirement to 
identify potential conflicts will result in those areas actually being identified or 
will result in no people being inadvertently shot. 

State’s Post-Trial Response at 43.  Each of these arguments will be addressed in turn.   

Claims that the Tribes’ conclusions were “not well-researched” are absurd.  The Tribe 

presented the expert testimony of James Thannum, GLIFWC’s Director of Planning and 

Development.  Mr. Thannum exhaustively researched the question of nighttime use of public 

lands in the ceded territory.  He submitted a 52-page expert report in this case, see Pl. Exh. 10, 
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which relied on his life-long personal experiences as a resident of the area, Trans. at 2-P-96 to -

97, his 32 years of experience assisting the Tribes in the implementation of their natural resource 

management infrastructure, as well as dozens of published sources.  The sources he reviewed 

included but are not limited to: 

 Five years of annual reports on the Tribal deer hunting seasons (2007-2011), 
Trans. at 2-P-111, Pl. Exh. 101 – 104; 

 Wisconsin Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) 
collecting data from 2006 – 2011, Trans. at 2-P-121; 

 Visitor Use Report, Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest, Trans. at 2-P-122, 3-
A-9, Pl. Exh. 132;  

 a Wisconsin DNR small game survey, Trans. at 2-P-123; 

 a 2009 Wisconsin DNR deer archery survey, Trans. at 2-P-123; Trans. at 3-P-15; 

 a Wisconsin DNR survey on gun-deer hunting, Trans. at 2-P-123; 

 a camping study by the Department of Tourism and University of Wisconsin-
Extension, Trans. at 2-P-123; 

 an ATV survey by the Department of Tourism and University of Wisconsin-
Extension, Trans. at 2-P-123, Trans. at 3-A-26; 

 a mountain biking survey by the University of Wisconsin-Extension, Trans. at 3-
P-12; 

 economic data from the Department of Revenue to identify trends in the 
collection and sales tax, and therefore, tourism, Trans. at 2-P-124; 

 mountain biking event calendars, Trans. at 3-A-12; 

 mountain biking trail maps, Trans. at 3-A-13; Pl. Exh. 143 (Cambia Mountain 
Bike Trails and Newsletter); Pl. Exh. 144 (Bayfield County Bike Map); 

 maps of ATV and snowmobile trails, Trans. at 3-A-26 to -27; Pl. Exh. 142 
(Bayfield County ATV/UTV/Snowmobile maps); 

 ATV regulations for Chequamegon National Forest, Trans. at 3-A-27; 

 maps of cross-country ski trails, Trans. at 3-A-28 to -29; Pl. Exh. 145 
(Birkebeiner trails map); 

 DNR fur report listing out-of-state sales of coyote pelts, Trans. at 3-A-23; and 

 DNR snowmobile safety report showing trends in snowmobile registration over 
the past decade, Trans. at 3-A-29 to -30.9 

                                                            
9 The State claims that “Mr. Thannum did not try to figure out how many people run, ski, snowshoe, mountain bike 
at night or camp in the ceded territory during that time period.”  State Post-Trial Response at 43-44 (Docket No. 
374).  That is simply incorrect.  Mr. Thannum’s research was designed come to a reasonable conclusion about the 
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 Mr. Thannum’s work stands in stark contrast to the absence of any research conducted by 

the State’s experts.  Randy Stark claimed to have based his testimony on the SCORP report and 

his professional experience as a conservation warden.  But Chief Warden Stark has been 

stationed in Madison, Wisconsin since 1997.  He admitted to having spent only 10 hours each 

year patrolling the ceded territory at night from 1997 to the present.  Trans. at 5-A-21 to -22.  He 

did not provide testimony indicating that any these 10 hours were spent during the months of 

November and December – the only timeframe that is relevant in this case.  Between 1989 and 

1997, Chief Warden Stark was a warden supervisor.  He was stationed in a town outside of the 

ceded territory, although he supervised a small section of land – parts of Marinette and Florence 

counties – that are within the ceded territory.  Trans. at 5-A-22.  These counties are on the 

southern edge of the ceded territory, and annual Tribal harvest reports establish that Tribal 

members rarely hunt there.  Trans. at 5-A-23 to -24; Pl. Exh. 100 & 101.  The State’s claim that 

Chief Warden Stark is better equipped to know “who is using public and open lands, when,” and 

therefore, his opinion should “carry more weight” than Mr. Thannum’s expert opinion, is 

fanciful.10 

State expert Timothy Lawhern had even less relevant experience.  The Tribes filed a 

motion to exclude his testimony on this point, because at his deposition, Mr. Lawhern admitted 

that he had reviewed no documentation on the subject of nighttime use of public lands within the 

ceded territory, and he had spoken with no one to gather such information.  Trans. at 5-P-28.  

Instead, he based his opinions solely on his purported “experience with enforcing the laws of the 

state” on public lands.  See Memorandum in Support of Motion to Exclude Portions of Expert 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
frequency of these uses.  Mr. Thannum was not required to do surveys, and in his testimony, he explained why it 
would have been impossible to do so.  E.g., Trans. at 3-A-38.  
10 Chief Warden Stark refused, based on his experience as a warden supervisor in Marinette County in the late 
1980s, to even agree with the finding of this Court in the original deer trial that the use of public lands decreases 
after Labor Day.  Trans. at 5-A-37; LCO VII, 740 F. Supp. at 1422.  His testimony was not credible. 
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Testimony of Timothy Lawhern Pursuant to Rule 702 of the Federal Rules of Evidence, at 2 

(Docket No. 322).  Yet throughout his entire career with the Wisconsin DNR, from 1989 – 2012, 

Mr. Lawhern was stationed outside of the ceded territory.  Trans. at 5-A-87 (testimony of Mr. 

Lawhern noting that he started working for the Wisconsin DNR in 1989); Trans. at 5-A-88 

(testimony of Mr. Lawhern that he was a warden in Lafayette County); Trans. at 5-A-90 

(testimony of Mr. Lawhern that he assumed a position as Hunter Education Administrator in 

Madison, Wisconsin from 1994 – 2011), Trans. at 5-A-91 (testimony of Mr. Lawhern that he 

assumed the position of Administrator of Division of Enforcement and Science, also in Madison, 

from 2011-13); Trans. at 5-P-26 to -28 (testimony of Mr. Lawhern admitting that throughout his 

career with the DNR, he only worked in the ceded territory in June and July of 1989 as a 

trainee).  He admitted that the time he spent enforcing state laws on public lands at night 

throughout this 20+ year period was “minimal,” and probably only five or six hours annually, 

because he was working in locations well outside of the ceded territory.  Docket No. 322 at 2-3; 

Trans. at 5-P-30 to -31. 

 Realizing that this was an extraordinarily flimsy basis for expert testimony, at trial, Mr. 

Lawhern claimed for the first time that he gained his knowledge from other sources as well.  He 

noted that early in his career as a warden, he “[i]t was very typical . . . to attend fish camps, bear 

camps, other types of – we call them camps where wardens from one area of the state would go 

and work with the wardens in another.”  Trans. at 5-A-107.  But fishing season and bear hunting 

season do occur in November or December.   He also claimed that beginning in 1994, he 

attended “twice a year” statewide staff management meetings where “the supervisors and 

management staff would get together and compare notes and discuss issues, discuss policies and 

trends.”  Trans. at 5-A-107.   He provided no specific information about any relevant information 
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he supposedly gained at these meetings, except a claim that ATVs travel the same routes that 

snowmobiles do.  Trans. at 5-A-107 to -109. The unsupported allegations of Stark and Lawhern 

simply do not carry the weight or credibility that Mr. Thannum’s expert testimony does.  They 

are also less credible than the rebuttal testimony of Chairman Chris McGeshick, who was a 

Wisconsin DNR warden in the ceded territory and has lived most of his life there.  Trans. at 5-P-

60 to -61. 

 The State also claims more specifically that the Tribes “discount[ed] how many people 

may actually be in the woods” from November 1st through the end of the first week in January.  

In support of this allegation, the State claimed that Mr. Thannum had not properly analyzed the 

risk to (1) users of recreational trails, (2) trappers, (3) bow hunters tracking injured deer at night, 

(4) gun-deer hunters scouting sites after dark, and (5) backpackers.  State Post-Trial Response at 

43-47 (Docket No. 374).  First, for recreational trails, Mr. Thannum concluded that there would 

be no conflict between Tribal members engaged in nighttime deer hunting and the general public 

due to the language of the Tribes’ nighttime hunting regulations.  Those Revised Regulations 

require that shooting plans identify any “ATV trail, snowmobile trail, or other designated trails 

(such as hiking biking or cross country ski trail).” Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised Regulations § 

6.20(5)(a)(vii)).  If these locations are both outside the “safe zone of fire” and are not in the 

“direction of intended fire,” then the plan is compliant.  Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised Regulations § 

6.20(5)(a)).  If, however, these trails are within the direction of the “safe zone of fire” despite 

being outside of it, they must be more than one-quarter mile away and there must be an adequate 

backstop between the trail and the shooter.  Id.  Additionally, Tribal members cannot begin 

nighttime hunting until at least one hour after sunset, Id. at § 6.20(3), which gives trail users 

ample time to exit the forest safely.  Even under the rare situation where an individual would be 
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out mountain biking on a trail,11 in cold temperatures, in the middle of a forest more than one 

hour after sunset,12 that person would need a light, which would make them visible to Tribal-

member-hunters (who are also required by the Revised Regulations to use a light prior to 

discharging their weapon), and the Tribal member could not be shooting in the direction of the 

trail unless there was an adequate backstop (e.g., a mountain) in between their position and the 

trail.  Mr. Thannum was correct in concluding that the Tribes’ Revised Regulations are adequate 

to protect the public under these circumstances.13 

 The State claims that there is a potential conflict between (1) Tribal nighttime hunting 

and trappers, because “trappers can legally check traps from 4 a.m. to 8 p.m.,” and (2) Tribal 

nighttime hunting and raccoon hunters, who are allowed to hunt at night.  State’s Post-Trial 

Response at 45.  The testimony for the State on these points was as scant as its two-sentence 

discussion in its post-trial brief, and it was refuted by Chairman McGeshick.  McGeshick is 

actually a trapper, and he began trapping in the ceded territory when he was 14 years old.  Trans. 

at 5-P-61.  He has also taught trapper education classes.  Trans. at 5-P-61 to -62.  Chairman 

McGeshick explained that persons trapping in the ceded territory would not be out in early 

                                                            
11 Mr. Thannum concluded from reviewing available sources that mountain biking occurred on trails and in 
conjunction with established events. Events end when the fall color season concludes in October.  See, e.g., Trans. at 
3-A-13 (testimony of James Thannum). 
12 The State’s attorneys and all of the State’s witnesses live in or near Madison, Wisconsin.  The use of public land, 
at night, in the middle of the City of Madison is significantly different than the use of public lands in the ceded 
territory.  The temperature in northern Wisconsin is colder at night during these time periods, the nights are darker 
due to the absence of lights from street lamps and buildings, and there are vast differences in population density. 
13 State claimed that because Mr. Thannum could not remember the name of every trail in the ceded territory 
mentioned on cross-examination, that somehow that means that shooting plans will not protect users of those trails.  
Logic is lacking in this argument.  Mr. Thannum demonstrated that he knows all of the trails that are location in the 
vicinity of where he lives and hunts.  Testimony established that Tribal members – like non-Indian hunters – visit 
the same locations year after year to hunt precisely because they are familiar with these areas. Trans. at 3-A-43.  
Furthermore, Tribal members are required to determine the location of any trails within a one quarter mile radius 
and mark them on their shooting plans under the Revised Regulations.  To the extent that the State is insinuating, 
without any evidence, that Tribal members will shirk this legal requirement, it has failed to acknowledge that 
another safety net exists.  All shooting plans that do not involve shooting from an elevated position at a distance of 
less than 50 yards require pre-approval from either a GLIFWC conservation warden or a Tribal conservation 
department employee.  Pl. Exh. 2 (Revised Regulations, § 6.20(5)(a)).  This is a sufficient check to ensure that all 
trails are properly marked on shooting plans. 
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November, because the pelts would not be prime at that time.  Trans. at 5-P-62; Pl. Exh. 157 

(excerpt from Wisconsin trapper manual showing that pelts are not prime during the first few 

weeks of November).  Additionally, the traps that would be typically checked in the evening 

would be near a road, along a culvert, near a creek, or in some other easily accessible area where 

you could get out of your car with a flashlight and quickly determine if anything was caught in 

your trap.  Trans. at 5-P-62.  He opined that there would not be a conflict between Tribal 

nighttime deer hunters and non-Indian trappers.  Trans. at 5-P-64.   

In terms of raccoon hunters, Mr. Thannum testified that he reviewed 2009 DNR data 

establishing that the top counties for raccoon harvest were outside of the ceded territory.  This is 

because high quality raccoon habitat exists in agricultural areas, not dense woods.  Trans. at 3-A-

24.  This has not changed since the original deer trial.  Lac Courte Oreilles Band v. Wisconsin, 

740 F.Supp. 1400, 1409 (W.D. Wisc. 1990) (“Raccoons prefer the southern portion of the state.  

Only about 24,000 of the state’s estimated population of more than 500,000 live in the ceded 

territory, along streams and lakes near wooded areas”).  Raccoon pelts are not prime in the 

beginning of November, when the State claims there will be a conflict.  Pl. Exh. 157 (excerpt 

from Wisconsin trapper manual showing that raccoon pelts are prime during December and 

January, not November).  This Court has already found that raccoons are hunted at night with a 

light while treed, which would increase the visibility of any raccoon hunters that do exist in the 

ceded territory to Tribal-member deer hunters.  Id. at 1408 (“Many of these species are usually 

shot when they are treed, and the light is used to illuminate the animal in the tree”). Thus, Mr. 

Thannum concluded that there would be no conflict, and the State did not plausibly contradict 

this testimony.  Trans. at 3-A-25. 
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The State also claims that the Revised Regulations are not adequate to protect public 

safety because Chief Warden Stark testified that “bow hunter density is greatest between the end 

of October and the start of the gun-deer season,” and bow hunters “may be going to their site 

before hunting hours and leaving that site after hunting hours close.”   State’s Post-Trial 

Response at 45.  This testimony does not refute the detailed research that Mr. Thannum 

conducted on this point.  The Wisconsin DNR’s own 2009 survey established that 80% of 

archery deer hunters hunt mostly on private lands; only 17.2% spend most of their time on public 

lands.  Trans. at 3-A-15 to -16 (testimony of James Thannum).  While the State correctly claims 

that this demonstrates that some people do indeed hunt on public land, State’s Post-Trial 

Response at 45-46, Mr. Thannum’s analysis did not stop here.  The DNR survey also indicated 

that the overall density of archery hunters using the deer management units hunted the most by 

Tribal members, was extremely low.  The deer management units that accounted for 80% of all 

the Tribal deer harvest have average daytime bow hunter density of between 0.32 and 0.69 per 

square mile per day.  That means that even if archery hunters were evenly spread across all lands 

within the deer management unit (which they are not, given that they prefer private lands), on 

average, there is one State licensed archery hunter for every two square miles!  Trans. at 3-A-16 

to -17.  While Chief Warden Stark may be right that some of these individuals remain in the 

woods after the close of daytime hunting, certainly all of them do not, meaning that this density 

is reduced even further.  Mr. Thannum pointed out that 92.6% of archery hunters use tree stands, 

and it is unlikely that many of these persons would wait to take their stands down until darkness 

has set in.   Trans. at 3-A-18.  Mr. Thannum’s opinion that any conflict between Tribal-member 

nighttime deer hunting and daytime bow hunting was mitigated by the Revised Regulations, is 

more persuasive that Chief Warden Starks’ suggestions.  Trans. at 3-A-19.  
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The State claims that “backpacking is increasing in popularity” and that Chief Warden 

Stark testified that “during the first three weeks in November, the weather can be nice for hiking, 

and there are no insects, so people do tend to use those trails at that time of year.”  State’s Post-

Trial Response at 46.  The State uses this to claim that persons will be camping outside of 

designated campsites in early November, and therefore, a conflict could arise between those 

persons engaged in primitive campers, and Tribal members hunting deer at night.  Id. 

First, Wisconsin DNR regulations generally prohibit all camping outside of designated 

areas, with only a few exceptions.  Pl. Exh. 154 (NR 45.10, stating that “[camping is prohibited 

except as follows:  1.  Within designated camping areas”).  One of those areas includes 

“properties purchased for the North Country Trail by those hiking the North Country Trail where 

the trail segment is posted open to camping,”  id. (NR 45.10(6)), which is no doubt why Chief 

Warden Stark used this as an example.  Trans at 4-A-243.  But as was pointed out during his 

cross-examination, the Second Stipulation filed with this Court by both parties precludes any 

Tribal member from hunting in State parks unless the parties’ November 2010 agreement states 

otherwise, and it does not do so for portions of the North Country Trail that are on State lands.  

See, e.g., Pl. Exh. 155 (Second Stipulation); Pl. Exh. 156 (Tribal State Park Hunting 

Opportunities in the Wisconsin Portion of the 1837 and 1842 Ceded Territory); Trans at 5-A-25 

to -32.  Stark then claimed that he was referring to that portion of the North Country Trail that 

runs through the Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest.  Trans. at 5-A-26.  But this bare 

assertion is contradicted by the Visitor Use Report for the Chequamegon-Nicolet National 

Forest.  The Report establishes that only 1.3% of all the visitors surveyed engaged in 

“undeveloped camping” within the National Forest, at any time of year.  Exh. 132 at 25.  If few 

visitors engage in undeveloped camping in the summer, surely even fewer do at the beginning of 
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November, when the temperatures are at or below freezing at night.  Mr. Thannum’s testimony 

and experience has greater force here. 

The State claims that the Tribes’ motion must be rejected because “there is no guarantee 

that [the Revised Regulations] . . .will result in no people being inadvertently shot.”  State’s Post-

Trial Response at 43.  There is no guarantee that the State’s regulation of hunting will result in 

“no people being inadvertently shot.”  Quite the contrary, the State’s annual hunting incident 

reports demonstrate that people are shot in hunting incidents every year under the State’s 

regulations, although those numbers have declined dramatically since the 1989 deer trial.  And 

children are also injured every year while jumping rope on the playground, but that does not 

mean that activity should be banned.  The Tribes’ Revised Regulations are more stringent than 

any shooting scheme ever implemented by the State of Wisconsin for any species and at any 

time.  GLIFWC and the Tribes can be trusted to implement these regulations in a manner that 

will protect public safety.  Tribal members have been hunting at night on the reservation for 

generations.  When it comes to off-reservation hunting, over the past 25 years, there have been 

only three hunting related incidents involving a Tribal member.  Trans. at 5-P-59.  The question 

is whether the Tribes’ regulations are adequate to protect public safety.  They are.   

The testimony presented at trial established that the Tribes’ have satisfied their burden 

under Rule 60(b)(5) and should be granted relief from the final judgment by a Court order 

permitting them to engage in nighttime deer hunting in accordance with the Revised Regulations 

submitted to this Court.   

 
 
Respectfully submitted this 13th day of  

 September, 2013 
 
 /s/ Colette Routel 
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      Sokaogon Chippewa Community, Mole Lake Band 
 
 
 
 
James H. Schlender, Jr. 
Attorney for Lac Courte Oreilles Band of 
Lake Superior Chippewa Indians 

Milt Rosenberg 
Attorney for Red Cliff Band of Lake 
Superior Chippewa Indians 
  
Aaron Loomis 
Attorney for St. Croix Chippewa Indians of 
Wisconsin 
 
Erick Arnold 
Attorney for Bad River Band of Lake 
Superior Chippewa Indians 
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